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Editorʼs Message:
This issue of the newsletter, the first in full color, begins the
tenth year of publication. This issue is primarily devoted to the 1930
definitive issues based on the book by Hannu Kauppi, Risto-MattiKauhanen and Carl Appelberg. The long running 1930 definitive
issues offer the collector a lifetime of enjoyment and challenges.
This book reveals the full dimensions of the m/30 series and serves
as a guide to the stamps and their usages. Most postal history and
cover dealers have a stock of reasonably priced m/30 covers from
the 1930s and 1940s making this a particularly attractive area for
a new collection. The m/30 series will continue in the May and
August newsletters.
Back issues (Nos. 8-33) of the newsletter are now available on
two CDs in the PDF format. A comprehensive subject matter index
is also included. Inquiries to the editor are welcome.
An update of the WWI censorship marks will be available
on CD in March. The update includes hundreds of new extreme
dates, newly reported marks, additional illustrations, and revised
and updated text of Juhani Olamoʼs account of postal censorship
in Finland during WWI.
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Carita Parker
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P. O. Box 13196
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Manuscripts for publication are welcome. Send all
material to the Editor. While due care will be taken,
no responsibility is accepted for material submitted.
All manuscripts are subject to editing at the discretion of the staff.
TFP is not copyrighted. Articles may be reprinted
without permission from the Editor. However, attribution of TFP and the original source, if appropriate, is
requested. See note on page 3 with reference to M/30
General Issues.

This 1934 50 penni printed matter rate cover from Helsinki to Austin, MN exhorts
Americans to buy from Finland because it was the only creditor nation to repay its
debt in full to the US. For decades this fact was taught to all American school children
and is surely one reason why to this day Americans hold the people of Finland in
such high regard. The younger generations of Americans best know the Finns for
their saunas, Olympians, race drivers and professional hockey players.
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Fun with Finnish First Day Covers – 8
By Alan Warren
In 1938 Finland issued another in its series of Red
Cross issues, this time a set of four values (Norma
223-226) commemorating the Speakers of the Four
Estates in the Parliament of 1863. The 50p + 5p value
depicts August Mäkipeska (1812-1887), a peasant who
represented the farming community. The 11⁄4 Fmk + 15p
stamp shows lawyer Robert Isidor Örn (1824-1885)
who was mayor of Wyborg and represented government
officials of towns and villages.
Archbishop Edvard Bergheim (1798-1884) appears
on the 2 Fmk + 20p issue. He represented the priesthood.
The fourth stamp, 3 1⁄2 Fmk + 35p, bears the image of
Baron Johan Mauritz Nordenstam (1802-1888) who
served in several wars and held various political
offices.
First day covers of this issue are mostly canceled
in Helsinki with a pictorial postmark (Figure 1) of May
1, 1938 that also marks Stamp Day (Postimerkinpäivä
or Fimärketsdag). The first day cover shown in Figure
2 is interesting in that it is one of the first times that a
printed cachet appears on Finnish FDCs, and even more
so because the text is in the English language. It reads,
“Annually, Finland issues a set of ʻRed-Cross-Stampsʼ

depicting famous men of this country.”
This cachet is found on at least two different colored
envelopes—pale blue and very light brown or tan. They
are usually registered and addressed to Vienna and
bear an arrival mark there. By this time the tradition of
issuing a set of stamps each year for the benefit of the
Red Cross was firmly established.
Reference:
Piironen, Tuomas. Leima-Heraldiikkaa Suomessa,
Helsinki, 1977.
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THE M/1930 - THE FIRST ENTIRELY
FINNISH DEFINITIVE STAMP
SERIES
INTRODUCTION
The lifecycles of the 1930-52 general issues and
particularly the lion stamps are among the longest in
philately even for international standards. The initial
consignment orders were completed in November of
1929, and ended with the final order of January 1957.
With the inclusion of the same seriesʼ lion stamps as
well as the large definitive stamp of East Karelia and
the field post overprints, these issues consist of a total of
617 consignment orders. Quantitatively of these issues
the stamps with the lion motif comprise over 90%. The
large definitive stamp uses are interesting and shed more
light on the papers and gums.
The handbook on Finnish postage stamps, published
by the Finnish Philatelic Federation, was long ago sold
out. Accordingly, there is a need to compile into an
easily understandable form the information contained
in the handbook as well as from articles published in
philatelic magazines and newspaper. Furthermore, there
is an abundant supply of M/30 stamps and postal items
available for inclusion in collections at all levels of
depth and complexity. This book should be used with
one of the leading Finnish postage stamp catalogues,
LAPE 2004, or NORMA 2002 where the information
from the catalogues is not re-emphasized.
It is noteworthy that this book on the 1930 general
issues has been a work in progress for the past 20 years.
Some segments of it have been published in philatelic
publications, and some of the research remains in the
desk drawer. The book, however, contains the most
basic and essential research of this important series of
stamps.
May the reader find this work to be of interest.
Comments and suggestions for improvements are gladly
accepted.
Hannu Kaupp, Risto-Matti Kauhanen & Carl Appelberg
The book was translated by Carita Parker and it is
published in TFP with the permission of the authors.
The original book was copyrighted by Oy FINLANDIA 88
AB. Permission to reprint the English language edition
should be obtained from the Editor.

M/30 GENERAL ISSUES
The History
The first general issue series of the Republic of
Finland was the 1917 so-called Saarinen type (M/17),
which was neither to the liking of the public nor the
philatelists because in the 1920s there was an apparent
dislike for the narrow 17 x 23 mm Russian-like stamp
size. Several daily newspapers called upon the Finnish
Postal Administration (FGPO) to issue new Finnish oldstyle, 20 x 24 mm, definitive stamps. Furthermore, the
newspapers and public called for larger-sized general
issues depicting Finnish landscapes and historical
buildings. Accordingly, in 1926 the FGPO announced
a competition for new postage stamps. Permission was
obtained from the Ministry of Transport and General
Works (MTGW) on March 31, 1926. The competition
period ended on August 14, 1926. Ironically, however,
submissions for the smallest stamps were still required
to be of the Russian stamp size. The competition
received 97 entries of which 46 were for general issues
and 51 for airmail postage. But regardless of the good
turnout not one of the submissions was usable. Even
the philatelists in Finland’s philatelic association and
the Helsingfors stamp collectors’ club were allowed to
express their opinions about the contest entries. Both
organizations chose the same essay that was not even
under consideration, but nevertheless this particular
specimen with minor additions became the model for the
1927 tenth year independence commemorative stamp.

Figure 1. The Signe
Hammarsten-Jansson essay
for a large definitive series
stamp depicting the Imatra
Rapids.

Debates about the themes and sizes of the new
general issues raged on for two years. Several new
ideas were introduced but none received a unanimous
consensus. In January of 1929 the FGPO issued a brief
letter enclosed with a hand-made drawing by Minister
Jalmar Castren for new definitive stamps with lion
depictions. Based on the (See Figure 4) sketch, the artist
Signe Hammarsten-Jansson at the Mint drafted several
different proofs, but there were rumors that the proofs
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Figure 2, left. The Signe Hammarsten-Jansson essay for a large
definitive stamp depicting the Turku Castle. Figure 3, right. The
planographically printed color proof of the Olavinlinna Castle stamp
by Aarne Karjalainen.

she had made were done prior to Castren’s drawing.
Ultimately, of the drafts by Hammarsten-Jansson, the
one that closest resembled Castren’s sketch was chosen.
The wishes of the general public and philatelists
who had seen especially beautifully engraved foreign
postage were taken into consideration in the designing
of the higher valued large-sized general issues. Of these
stamps the 5 Fmk Olavinlinna Castle and the 10 Fmk
Lake Saimaa were designed by Aarne Karjalainen,
and the 25 Fmk timber worker by Akseli GallenKallela. Both of these artists had been commissioned
directly by the FGPO. Furthermore, known are four
different drafts of large-sized general stamps by Signe
Hammarsten-Jansson, the motifs that encompassed the

Imatra Rapids as well as the Turku and Olavinlinna
Castles, however they were never realized. Aarne
Karjalainen made two sketches of each value, one in
pencil and the other in India ink. Judging from the ink
drafts, planographic printing plates apparently were
manufactured independently of the Mint from which
several proofs of different colors were made. Specimens
are seen, also, where the circled denomination has been
exchanged between sketches; for example, the 5 Fmk
is on the Saimaa draft and vice versa. Furthermore, the
circled value marking had been experimentally placed
in different areas on the draft. Akseli Gallen-Kallela
apparently meant for the stamp depicting the timber
worker to be printed in two colors because on the color
draft that he had sent to the engraver the circled area
of the value marking is orange whereas the other areas
are brown as on the actual stamp. However, because of
technical problems the two-color idea was abandoned.
At that time Finland lacked skilled stamp engravers so
the task was assigned to the Austrian Arthur Schuricht,
who did the engravings, but not without problems. The
10 Fmk Saimaa had to be etched twice. Finally, the
lengthy and persistent debate about the new general
issues ceased and work on the clichés began.

Figure 4. The Signe Hammarsten-Jansson essay of a new lion type stamp.
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Figure 6. A planographically
printed color proof of the
Lake Saimaa stamp.

Figure 5. The second engraving black and white proof by the
Austrian engraver A. Schuricht.

THE CLICHÉS
Embossed Printing
With the selected sketch as a model, large (170
x 210 mm) drawings were made. These were then
used as the originals from which clichés (using a
photo-typo method) with only one stamp design were
made. Of these, 100 proofs were realized and pasted
onto cardboard. Because of the laborious work, these
cardboards were used for several of the then main stamp
types. Onto each of the cardboard stamp pictures was
pasted a small piece of paper printed with a new value
number resulting in an original cardboard for a new
stamp denomination. A photo of the original cardboard
was then made for a glass plate where the stamp designs
were of the final size. With the use of a glass plate, phototypo clichés were made. These, however, were not used
in the printing, but were kept as primary clichés from
which electrotyped copies were made. Two clichés were
always made because the print sheet was comprised of
2 x 100 stamp designs. Usually two clichés were made

of each stamp value, but occasionally the plate would
break, which then necessitated the making of a new
cliché to replace the broken one. During the Winter War,
part of the Mint was evacuated to the city of Vaasa; and
during transit or at the destination several clichés were
damaged. According to the Mint documents, Vaasa
received, on September 3, 1940, the 1, 1.25, and the 1.50
Fmk clichés. In order to keep the clichés from wear, the
surface was galvanized with chromium. Regardless, the
clichés would still get dirty and sustain some wear and
thus from time to time had to be cleaned and re-applied
with chromium. As the clichés were put back in place,
the exact location could have shifted and so new cliché
characteristics might have appeared or the old ones
disappeared. The cliché characteristics are abnormalities
that appeared in connection with the engraving of the
primary clichés. One good example is the “withered”
foot on the 1.50 Fmk lion stamp. This characteristic
appears on the violet stamps on both clichés, location
thirteen, but later were noticed and corrected. The red
stamps, though, lack this particular feature.

Figure 7, left. The initial proof made of the Aarne Karjalainen
designed Lake Saimaa stamp. Figure 8, right. First proof of the
timber worker designed by Aarne Karjalainen, identified by white
dot on the right side of the letter M.

In 1940 gray ink color was used starting with
consignment order 406, and here again the “withered”
foot shows up. In the interim, cliché II had broken and
a new cliché was made from the old matrix, but the
error was forgotten and consequently not corrected.
In the two final consignment orders, the abnormality
appears in cliché I when the location of the cliché had
shifted from chroming and cleaning. The most common
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Figure 9, left. A temporary cliché fault, the 3-legged lion.
Figure 10, right. A printing plate fault, the ʻball-kickingʼ
lion (fourth stamp on the sheet), and the railroad station
mark ʻKELLO.ʼ

Figure 12, above. A slot machine
coil stamp shifted cutting.
.

cliché characteristics are the spreads and sharp points
appearing during coating that protrude enough to leave
their own marks on the printed sheet. Furthermore,
flaws caused by temporary accumulations of fine matter
and paper dust are occasionally encountered. The most
famous of such an occurrence is the so-called 3-legged
lion, which due to its temporal nature is uncommon,
but for that same reason is not as remarkable from a
philatelic perspective as that of a cliché characteristic.
These abnormalities in the stamps help in identifying the
stampʼs plate position on the printed sheet and so also
the time periods of separation and the cleaning of the
printing plates.
Figure 13, left. The end of a
coil stamp strip with makerʼs
initials D.S.

Figure 11. A proof made of the 100 Fmk stamp.

The Photogravure Clichés
These clichés, too, had 100 stamp designs, but
only one cliché at a time was used. The clichés were
produced by copying the primary design from an
engraved electrotyped matrix. From this matrix, five
separate electrotypes were made etched into 5 rows.
Then a galvanized matrix was again made producing
five 5-rows etched into a group of 25. With this matrix
four groups of 25 were made to obtain a primary cliché

of 100 of which a galvanized cliché was then made.
Depending on the method of duplication, it is possible
to find cliché characteristics that came about in four
different stages. Because electrotyping is a very precise
process the finding of these sorts of variances (cliché
characteristics) is difficult, although plenty of examples
exist.
THE PRINTING
Embossed stamps
Because the Mint did not keep the daybooks for this
period, information about the printing machines and
printing processes depends on the memory of surviving
employees. Apparently, until 1944 the embossed stamps
were printed with a German König & Bauer two-color
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press as were the Saarinen issues.
According to data from 1944, the
printing was done with a M.A.N. dual
alternating cylinder press. The printing
of the stamps was done on a Ternobrand stop-and-go cylinder press as
well as a Heidelberg cylinder press.
The stamps were printed at the Helsinki
Mint, but during the Winter War the
Mint was relocated to Vaasa. Due to
the disappearance of the daybooks it is
not known whether any of these types
of stamps were printed in Vaasa.
The embossed lion stamps were
made on two side-by-side clichés and
the sheet obtained from the printing
was then divided into two mint sheets
of 100 specimens each. Both the sheet Figure 14. Two slot machine stamps on foreign rate cover to Algeria where a Poste
right and left margins had two printed Restante fee of 30c was charged to the addressee.
consignment order numbers. The consignment order right or left sheet. From now on, a sheet always means a
marking is in three parts, the first two indicate the mint sheet unless otherwise indicated. The consignment
month and the year when the order was placed with order number thus indicates when the sale started and of
the Mint and the third the order sequence number. The what paper type and color tone.
consignment order number does not reveal when the sale
Stamps By Photogravure
of the stamps began. It is known from experience that it
took about two months from the time of the placement
The Mint had acquired Swedish Köping brand
of the order until delivery at postal places. On the mint
sheets, the consignment order numbers were either on rapid copper presses for the making of paper currency,
the right or left margin and thus referred to as either the which were also used for postage stamps with picture.
In professional parlance this method
is simply called copper printing. The
machine operation techniques have not
been explained in detail, but it did require
a lot of manual work. At the final stage the
printing sheet was raised by hand from the
printing plate and stacked in a pile. At this
point in-between sheets were required so
that the wet ink on the paper embossed
surface would not touch the next top sheet,
but this often happened anyway. Offsets
are known; that is, the underlying sheet
stamp designs are more or less visible on
the top sheet reverse. Most common are
smudges or smears where the ink on the
embossed paper has slightly spread where
touched.
The large stamps were printed by
Figure 15. A postcard to France, a German occupied territory. Postcard rate
to abroad from October 1, 1942 to June 30, 1945 = 2.50 Fmk. The 25 penni photogravure, and because the stamps
stamp is from the booklet. On the card two light blue censor strips to expose were printed with only one cliché, the
the invisible ink.
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printed sheet and mint sheet are thus the same with four
consignment order numbers, two always on opposite
margins, the lot numbers indicating the same as those on
the embossed stamps.
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coil would be 100, the next 099, and so forth. This way
the number of stamps in each coil could be checked.
There were coils to be manufactured in four
denominations; the 10 p, 20 p, 50 p, and the 1 Fmk,
but the 20 p was not sold in slot machines and is
Slot Machine Stamps
otherwise unknown. The slot machines dispensed only
a single stamp at a time separated from the coil by a
As early as the 1920s, Finland seriously considered the cutter. Exceptional stamps are known where the cutter
sale of coiled postage stamps on the model obtained adjustment had been flawed, but still the stamp length
from abroad, particularly Sweden. However, the initial is correct. A slot machine stamp is identified from its
idea was floated prior to the issuance of the Saarinen four sides cut by the cutter where the cut marks at the
types, but the matter was shelved until 1927 when the ends are more prominent than those of the longer sides.
Bureau of Printing sent an inquiry to the Mint about Regrettably, the only reliable slot machine stamps with
the possibility of postage stamps in coils for use in regard to identification are those with a printed number.
slot machines. The response was that a rotating coil However, numberless specimens under the postmark on
press then priced at 150.000 Fmk was required for covers and cards are genuine.
the adhesive paper. Because of the steep price it was
The slot machines were removed from use in early
suggested that the coil instead be made by hand. The 1932, mainly because of vandalism. The unused coils
Mint then delivered to the Bureau of
were sold at the Helsinki Postage Stamp
Printing a sample coil with the Saarinen
Center and companies purchased them
types and a price list. Although the
for their own business mailings. The
matter was again shelved, the idea of
cancelled coil stamps seen in rows
the handmade Saarinen type sample
are ʻafter usesʼ by the various firms.
coil seems to have re-ignited with the
These, however, do not have nearly
use of a new stamp type in 1930.
the philatelic value as those stamps
In early 1930 the FGPO acquired,
that genuinely originated from the slot
on a trial basis, three postage stamp
machines.
slot machines from Switzerland of
Of the three stamp values used,
which two were placed in Helsinki
the 10 p and 50 p are most commonly
and one in Turku. The stamps in these
seen unused because these were the
machines were dispensed from coils
most unsold whole coils. The least
made by hand from regular mint sheets.
used were the unused 1 Fmk coil stamp
Five sheets were first stacked together Figure 16. A postage stamp booklet page because of its limited usefulness. Of the
and then cut into vertical rows of 10. with superb Tampere 19. X. 41, cds.
used stamps, the 50 p and the 1 Fmk
There is no detailed information about
are seldom seen, and a genuine slot
the cutter except the telltale sign of a sharp edge, which machine 10 p marked coil stamp (not after use) is indeed
often is the only way to identify slot machine stamps. a real rarity. All slot machine coil stamp mailings are
The upper margin of the sheet was cut 6 mm wide seldom seen and it may be added that the genuinely used
and the bottom margin was removed. From the upper are more valuable than the after uses. A bona fide 10 p
margin, the rows were pasted together into one band the mailing is a great rarity.
length of 1000 stamps, and the band rolled up around
The postage stamp coil idea, however, did not die
a wooden disk. At the start of each roll, the innermost with the slot machines, but stayed alive and well into the
four white perforate unprinted ʻstamp areasʼ were pasted 1950s. Even the WIFAG steel rotation press ordered in
where the maker and the inspector of a particular roll 1950 was lengthened to accommodate an additional part
each marked his own initials by hand with a pencil. (See designed for producing postage stamp coils.
Figure 13, p 8)
Initially the adhesive side of the stamps was left
Booklet Stamps
blank, but later in 1930 it was ordered that the adhesive
side of every tenth stamp be marked with a running
In 1939 a postage stamp booklet sale-priced at 20
number from 001-100, so that the first number out of the Fmk was issued containing the 25 p, 50 p, 1 Fmk, 1.25
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Fmk, and the 2 Fmk in blocks of four. The cover was in the Oulu newspaper Kaleva may be appropriate
made of brownish-yellow cardboard measuring 84 x here: “A postage stamp is like a patient to a dentist, an
54 mm. On the back cover was printed in violet ink imperforate or coarse perforation is more valuable than
either the numbers 1, 3, 7, 10, or 11, which meaning a normal perforation. And, also, a postage stamp is like
is unknown, but perhaps indicating the identification a Finnish male, faulty printings are more desired than
numbers of the booklet makers or some employee flawless objects.”
marking. The stamps for the manufacture of the
booklets were printed so that from the 10 x 10
stamp cliché the rows 5 and 8 were removed.
Thus, a base for each of the booklet block of four
was from 4-blocks that were bound to fit between
the covers. Because the stamps were printed on
ordinary postage stamp paper with watermarks
Figures, from left to right, 17, 18, & 19. Partial offset, offset, offset.
in the upper and lower edges, the bases of the
4-blocks formed by the two upper and two lower
stamp rows have watermarks, whereas the bases
of the other blocks of four lack watermarks.
There are an equal number blocks of four with
and without watermarks.
The print sheet lacked edge markings and the
sheets were cut in stacks of 10 into 4-blocks to fit
Figure 20, left. Machine offset. Figure 21, center, partial double offset. Figure
the booklets. The sharp cut marks are evidence 22, right. Sheet offset. A sheet offset happened when damp printed sheets were
of the use of a cutter. However, the cut marks stacked on top of each other.
on the stackʼs lower sheets are no longer razor
sharp. The stamp booklet clichés had not been
kept for posterity, but the Post Museum has the
1,25 Fmk proof sheet and likewise the black
after proofs of all the other sheets.
Due to the publicʼs dissatisfaction with the
booklets, their manufacture was discontinued.
The lack of interest is evident, also, in the
Figure 23. Off set row.
fact that half of the entire issue remained
unsold. This is why the booklet stamps are
1. The Offset
rather uncommon on mailings. The bulk of the smaller
denominations were probably used by post offices as An offset appears when, due to a feeding disturbance,
added values on stationery cards. The stamps were still the sheet to be printed was not fully or properly in place
used until the mid-1950s, but the cancellations are no in the press. The press printed the picture designs or a
longer, in a philatelic sense, of interest.
part of them onto the ʻunderʼ paper or in typographical
Exceptional Printing

lingo, the cover. When the next print sheet is in place

Along with postal mailings, all of the
type 1930 errors and anomalies have always
been the most desirable objects for which
collectors have competed enthusiastically at
public auctions. Although curiosities to some
degree or another are seen in nearly all of the
stamp issues, they are, nonetheless, somewhat Figures 24, left. Mark left by printing over the overprint. Figure 25, center. Printing
uncommon in this series. For starters, the quote mark on the upper edge of the stamp. Figure 26, right. Overprint offset.
about postage stamps by the columnist Antti
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the stamp, pictures are printed normally onto the sheet,
but the design mirror images are transferred from the
cover onto the reverse side of the sheet. The color
mirror images of the stamps stick almost entirely to
the first sheet. On the subsequent sheets, however, the
offset is rapidly fading. Offsets are seen during the
entire period of issue, but in the 1930s the offsets are
uncommon, whereas in the 1950s these anomolies are
more commonly seen. Based on actual observations, the
lion stamp offsets are considerably more common than
those of the larger picture designs.
The most rare of the lion stamp offsets are the 5 p
(WFP), the 50 p green (RWFP), the Fmk 1.20, 1.25, and 2
violet, the 2.75 Fmk (RWFP), the 4 1⁄2 Fmk (RWFP), and
the Fmk 9 orange. The paper quality is mentioned if there
happens to be several types of paper used for one stamp
issue. Offsets on the picture stamps are all extremely
rare with the exception of the 5 Fmk Olavinlinna Castle
(WFP) gum surface offset. The most uncommon offset
has got to be that of the 5 Fmk Olavinlinna (RP) of which
only two are known. The overprints, too, have offsets,
but here caution is warranted. Often when the sheets
are fitted on top of each other, small amounts of black
overprint ink may get onto the backside of the top sheet,
but these cannot be considered offsets. And neither can
it be considered an offset in cases where the overprinting
was done so forcefully as to cause the paper to tear and
ink to then seep onto the backside of the stamps giving
the impression of an offset. Furthermore, these kinds
of ʻoffsetsʼ are stripe-like. The only reliable overprint
offsets seen are from the 8/5 and 12/10 overprinted Fmk
stamps.
For this edition of the book, Author Hannu listed the
various paper types as: LP = (Fin.) lumppupaperi = rag
paper = RP; LSP = lumppusellupaperi = rag wood free
paper = RWFP; SP = sellupaperi = wood free paper =
WFP; VSP = valkoinen sellupaperi = white wood free
paper = WWFP. See the section on paper types used in
the printing of these stamps.

crease opens up and it
is easily noticed among
the
other
stamps.
Although in principle
the creases ought to
be found in equal
numbers from among
all paper and stamp
types, it appears that Figure 27. Large paperfold crease.
the creases are much
more common on the
picture than on the
lion designs. Also,
in the 1950s these
creases are much
more relevant than
on the same type from
previous printings. If
one would create a Figure 28. Large paperfold crease.
sequence in order of
rarity then the creases on all of the lion issues would
indeed be real rarities. Of the creases on the stamp images
the most uncommon are the 4 Fmk Postal Building, the 5
Fmk Olavinlinna (RP), the 10 Fmk Saimaa II (RP), and
the 16 Fmk Post Bus. Furthermore, all creases on the
1930s, as well as those of more than 2 mm in size, are
also rarities. There are several known instances where an
already flawlessly
printed sheet has
creased prior to
perforation,
and
then because of
the
perforation,
nondescript stamp
shapes have been
formed.
These
Figure 29. Narrow paperfold crease.
types of specimens,
especially
in
groups, make for showy objects in a collection.

2. The Paperfolds or Creases

THE PRINTING PAPER

If a print sheet for some reason happens to be slightly
folded prior to printing, when the printing plate strikes the
sheet, the paper receives a crease and the picture design is
transferred onto the crease. As the crease is straightened
out, the stamp picture shows a white or inkless stripe.
The stamp surface area is enlarged in accordance to the
stripe size. The crease is difficult to detect on a mailing
or clipping, but when washing the stamp in water the

Rag Paper (RP, Norma, P1)
For the 1930 general issues, new postage stamp paper
was ordered from the Tervakoski paper mill. According
to the delivery contract, the paper had to be smooth high
quality rag paper weighing 56g/m². The print sheet was
to be 290 x 460 mm bearing a margin watermark by
each stamp group. The upper edge of the sheet had the
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text ʻSUOMEN LEIMAKONTTORIʼ (in Finnish) and
on the bottom edge ʻFINLANDS STÄMPELKONTORʼ
(in Swedish) with the texts inverted in relation to each
other. This paper of flax fibers was used until early 1942
and includes consignment orders 171-489.
Rag Wood Free Paper (RWFP, Norma, P2)
Due to WWII, the Tervakoski stock of rag material
became depleted and so in a letter dated January 1,
1942, the company asked if it could begin substituting
its postage stamp paper made with rag pulp mixed with
half of another type of pulp. The request was granted
and from early 1942 the mixture of RWFP was being
used. However, according to observation the 50% ratio
of each raw material as stated in the contract is incorrect.
In reality, with the passing of time, less and less rag pulp
was added to make the paper. The consignment orders
490-586 were printed on the RWFP.
Wood Free Paper (WFP, Norma, P3)
With the continuing war situation, obtaining the
rag material became nearly impossible, and the paper
mill asked for permission to switch entirely over to the
making of pure WFP in August of 1943. Permission,
of course, had to be granted and only WFP was then
used from December of 1943 until 1948. The first
consignment order printed on pure WFP was officially
#587, although a few earlier orders or parts of orders
from the latter part of 1943 can be considered printed
on WFP.
White Wood Free Paper (WWFP, Norma, P4)
From the end of 1948 until the cessation of the
general issue series, WWFP was used where it is WFP
with titanium oxide used for the fiber filling giving the
paper a pure white color. This type of paper is found
beginning from consignment order 798, although at the
start WFP and WWFP were used together, and both of
these paper types may appear in the same consignment
orders e.g., 802, 803, 804, and 805. Consignment orders
800 and 806 are printed wholly on WFP whereas in
orders 798, 799, and 801, WWFP only was used.
Interestingly, part of order 822 still is seen with WFP.
From here on when paper types are mentioned the
abbreviations in the previous chapters will, as a rule, be
used.

Determining The Paper Types
The WWFP is the only type that can be distinguished
with the naked eye from the other paper types because
its color is bright white. This particular paper will not
be referred to here anymore since it does not make
things any easier especially when there is enough
difficulty even for an expert to identify the other paper
types. What follows are some ways of determining the
different types. The date of the postal cancellation or
marking usually provides a clue, as the mark may be
indicative of a certain paper type used at a particular
point in time. The period of the RP can be determined in
this manner with certainty if the postmark is dated prior
to March 1942. For experienced collectors one clever
way to identify paper types of cancelled stamps is to
immerse them in water. Due to the paper density the RP
becomes slowly saturated initially from the edges. The
image is clearly visible when looking at the wet stamp
from the back. The RWFP absorbs water faster than the
RP and seen from the reverse remains non-transparent.
The WFP due to its porosity becomes saturated in an
instant, and the stamp color as seen from the reverse
becomes very obvious. Note that paper thickness and
gum still remaining on the backside may impede the test
result. Under an examination lamp, the RP is a yellowish
pale (if even a little bit of gelatin gum is still on the
reverse) or a reddish-gray; the RWFP a strong reddishviolet; the WFP white; and the WWFP even a stronger
reddish-violet than the RWFP. Due to the variations of
examining lamps, these directives may seem difficult in
practice. However, when reliable comparison material
is used, any examination lamp ʻidiosyncrasyʼ can be
overcome.
The RWFP and WFP are the most difficult to set apart
from each other when the rag material content is low.
Even an expert would have difficulty with a certainty of
100%. A microscope (min. x 30) is the best method of
setting the paper types apart. Under a microscope the RP
has more ʻplumpnessʼ with very short fibers, whereas the
RWFP is of a more even quality than the RP but among
the fibers, there long ones are clearly seen, the numbers
of which vary (i.e., the more long fibers the more pulp
there is). The WFP consists almost entirely of long fibers
and the paper is of a very uneven quality.
Paper Thickness
According to the measurement results (in Suomen
Postimerkkilehti, 2/1947, pp. 1-3) the paper types used
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have been categorized according to their thickness as
follows: Px smaller than 0.06 mm (thin paper); Py 0.06
– 0.08 mm (normal paper); Pz larger than 0.08 mm (thick
paper); Pzz larger than 0.10 mm (cardboard grade paper).
Generally the paper is of a normal thickness, although
minor variances are seen. According to measurement
results the paper thickness variance was 0.055-0.09 mm.
However, it has generally been noticed that thick paper
is more common than thin paper. In the RP and RWFP
hardly any thin or thick paper is encountered. The
exception is the WFP where all types of paper thickness
are seen even the uncommon 0.11 mm thick cardboard
grade paper, which well could belong in a demanding
special collection. As for the WWFP, thick paper is
much more common than thin which is rare.
Margin Watermarks
The print sheets bore the margin watermarks
ʻSUOMEN LEIMAKONTTORIʼ (in Finnish) and on
the bottom edge ʻFINLANDS STÄMPELKONTORʼ (in
Swedish) as noted above. These margin watermarks are
interesting when the cutting of the sheet was flawed and
the picture image during the printing appeared on the
margin watermark text. Sometimes whole letters can be
seen when looking at the front-lighted stamp from the
back, but these examples are always rare.
Margin watermarks on stamps are common in the
1950s, but prior to that few are seen whereas in the
1930s it was very uncommon both on the picture and the
lion stamps. On the lion stamps, the margin watermarks
for some reason are more common on the stamp upper
rather than on the bottom edge. On the larger picture
stamps, the margin watermarks appear in equal numbers
on both the upper and lower edges and more frequently
than on the lion stamps.
Printing Inks
The inks used in the printing of the stamps were
primarily German manufactured canned inks that were
then mixed in Finland to obtain the appropriate tones
and hues for the stamps. Domestic inks, too, were used.
During WWII, inks were not readily available and often
substitutions had to suffice. At the end of the war the
domestic D. Winter & Co. notified the FGPO that it
was no longer able to deliver printing inks. Numerous
complaints exist about the stamp quality due to substandard inks. It may be mentioned that embossing and
photogravure required their own specially formulated

inks due to the printing techniques involved.
From a philatelic standpoint, the printing ink is
irrelevant in connection with this definitive series,
because only in a few instances can the consignment
order be determined by the ink color. More common are
those cases where the stamp color varies in the same
consignment order, or even on the same print sheet, rare
as that may be. More uncommonly, yet, can the paper
type be identified by ink color. Of the picture designs,
the Tampere 50 Fmk and the Helsinki 100 Fmk 1st
consignment order and paper quality can with certainty
be identified by the ink color. Likewise, of the lion
stamps, the Fmk 10 violet is the best example, because
here all consignment orders and paper qualities are of
identifiable colors. The most hopeless cases, vis-à-vis
color, are all the yellow and olive specimens. Of the
single stamps the 3.5 Fmk olive is the most hopeless, as
far as colors go, because the printing took place toward
the end the war when inks and other materials were
difficult to obtain and often of a poor quality.
Furthermore, some of the printing inks are very
sensitive to chemicals. It is well known that the color of
some of the green stamps, for example the 50 p green,
changes to bright blue due to acidic interaction, which
requires only the acidity of vinegar in a mild solution.
As the stamps are being immersed simultaneously into
the solution and then plucked up one by one periodically
to dry, a series of changes from green to blue appears.
The orange stamps turn brown with the help of a flat
iron. Besides these known gimmicks there are other
color variances obtained by different methods, but these
examples may suffice.
It is prudent to be cautious as far as these flawed or
changed colors are concerned because there is always
another reason than a problem with the original printing
ink. There are a few known cases caused by the original
ink. Sometimes the ink was improperly mixed so that
solid lumps remained in the batch of ink, which then
broke up under pressure causing excess ink to spread
across the printed surface. It has also been reported that
during the war the inks froze overnight and the next
morning when work resumed unusual printing appeared
such as ink spreads and color variances.
THE GUM
Postage stamps have been gummed since the
worldʼs first ʻBlack Pennyʼ stamp. For the type 1930
issues gelatin, that was initially derived from animal
byproducts was used for the gum, and characterized
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as difficult to wash off. The use of gelatin based gum
ended during WWII, and was replaced with gums from
the plant kingdom mainly composed of Gum Arabic
and starchy substances. Based on the ingredients in the
mixture the gum either turned glossy or semi-glossy,
and the starchy gum (derived from dextrine) is totally
lusterless. Due to wartime shortages several different
gum types were used during 1939-47.
There is an unpublished classification detailing
the appearance of the gums. According to this study,
yellowish semi-shiny gelatin gum was used during the
entire 1930s. In 1940 a lusterless plant-derived gum was
used. This gum is easily washed off the stamps.
Dextrine or a starchy paste gum was used in 194246 and is recognized by its white color and totally
lusterless surface. A new whitish transparent and glossy
gum was introduced at the end of 1946 along with a
glossy milk white gum. One theory is that this same gum
that reacted to the paper bleaching agent titanium oxide
forming a white gum surface. The chemical makeup of
postage stamp gums has not been analyzed so this aspect
remains unconfirmed. As noted above, the wartime
shortage of raw material lead to the discontinuation of
gelatin-based gum. It was replaced with many plantbased gums used in that period. The chart on p xx shows
the variety of gums used during 1939-50. According
to the Post Museum as well as private collections, 60
postage stamp consignment orders have been noted
where two different gum types have been used, and in
one as many as three.
Gelatin-Based Gum
The color varies from pale to yellowish and the
surface is semi-dull. Washing off of the gum causes
problems. A thicker layer of gum is prone to cracking.
In some of the consignment orders, the gum machine
vertical row of rollers made furrows that were supposed
to prevent the sheets from curling up. This type of
gum was first used with the November 1929 initial
consignment orders and ended with the March 1940
order 376. This particular gum was used in about 26 %
of the stamps.
Dull Plant-Based Gum
The color is yellowish, the gum is lusterless like
velvet, smooth, and does not crack. Washing off the gum
of the stamps is considerably easier than with gelatinbased gum. The use of plant based gums began in March

1939 and continued in 1940, but after that this type gum
was only used randomly ending with the February 1945
consignment order 636. Quantity use was about 3 %.
Glossy Plant-Based Gum
The color varies from whitish to very yellowish and
is characterized by a glossy, even surface and initially
was used in consignment order 371 of January 1939, and
continued until the May 1947 consignment order 747.
Quantity use was about 27 %.
Brownish Plant-Based Gum
The color of the gum is brownish and the gumʼs
surface glossy. The brownish color resulted from adding
rye flour to the mix which was thought to improve the
adhesive characteristics of the gum. But the end result is
an uneven and multi-colored gum with a coarse, albeit
glossy surface. The paper seems thick and stiff, and the
gumʼs potent color shines through affecting the color
tone of the stamp. This gum can be considered a subtype of the previous glossy gum. The use started in May
of 1942 with consignment order 510. Usage was quite
plentiful in 1945-46, and the final consignment was
order 747, completed in May of 1947. Quantity use was
about 8 %.
Starchy Gum
The starchy dextrine gum did not live up to
expectations. The starchy gum is dull, thick, and the
stamps are often mistaken as having been washed. The
use of this gum began in June of 1942 with consignment
order 511, and ended with the April 1946 order 702.
Usage stayed at about 3 %.
Translucent Plant-Based Gum
This light translucent glossy gum was introduced
in 1947 and replaced all the other earlier gums. It was
used in 1947-49 with thinner paper types and gives
the stamps a translucent tone when viewed from the
back. The period of use started in May of 1947 with the
consignment order 746, and continued through 1949
when it was replaced by a milk-white gum which was
last used in the type 1930 stamps. Still, this gum appears
randomly in 1950-51. The final appearance of this gum
was in March of 1951 with consignment order 903,
usage reaching about 8 %.
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White Plant-Based Gum
The characteristic of this gum is a surface like white paint
that is glossy and even. Because the gum is not always
non-translucent, sometimes the picture image may
faintly show through. The best way of differentiating
is to examine the stamp gum surface at a 70-80 degree
angle toward the light, which shows the whiteness and
evenness of the gum. The period of use started in April
of 1948 with consignment order 783, partly along with
the previous gum. Usage continued for the entire M/30
period until the final stamp issues.

until 1947 with a flood of stamps due to post-war
inflation. In many of the consignment orders during
1939-47 two different types of gum were used and
during one and the same year, a total of four of the gum
types might have been used. Shortages caused by the
war, but also weaker quality control is to blame, which is
evident in the colors and perforations on the stamps.
THE PERFORATIONS

The final manufacturing stage after the printing and
gumming of the embossed stamps was the perforation,
which was done with old perforators acquired first from
Germany in the 1910s and then electric-driven ones from
Other Gums
England in 1946, along with the proper attachments for
the comb perforation of both small and large stamps.
During the M/1930 period, other gums were also used; Usually 5 sheets were fastened with studs, located on
for example, in consignment orders 595 (9 Fmk Postal the equipment, unto the perforation board. The device
building) and 704
then fed the stack
(20 Fmk Postal
of sheets and made
building) the gum
one perforated row
is thick, brownish,
with each strike.
and totally lusterless.
With the appearance
The quantity used,
of the type 1930
however, remained
specimens and the
so insignificant and
changed stamp size,
haphazard that it is
new
perforation
not worth classifying
combs of the size 14
as a gum category Figure 30, left and Figure 31, right. Major perforation shifts on these stamp sheets x 14 were acquired
of its own. The were missed by the inspectors at the printing facility. Both stamps are cancelled.
and also used for the
aforementioned
perforation of the
usage quantities are estimates obtained by looking larger stamps.
through the Post Museum sheet collections and the 6The perforation of the photogravure or large stamps,
block collections of many collectors. Vladi Marmoʼs was done in the same manner as that of the embossed
detailed articles in Philatelia Fennica (1951-53) about stamps, although the large stamps had their own
the lion stamps also include information about the gum perforation combs. When after the wars the attention
types. The information and the percentage figures in the again turned to printing quality, and with a new paper
text were obtained from the Postage Stamp Handbook type - WWFP - in use, paper shrinkage became a
IV and the Marmo articles on the basis that if these two problem. It was discovered that during printing the
(above) sources indicated the gum to be rare it was dampened sheets would shrink in various ways when
assumed that the gum had been used on 25% of the dried depending on from where along the paper press
consignment order stamps. Where there is no mention paper track the sheets were removed. The paper track
of rarity the printed quantity is evenly divided between width was that of five printing sheets and the sheets
the different gum types. Although this method is rather removed from the edges had more shrinkage than those
basic, it is nearly the only way to estimate the appearance in the center. Consequently, during perforation there
of the various gums.
were many rejects, and even in the accepted sheets the
The study of the gums in the type 1930 stamps is centering of the perforation varied greatly. The problem
interesting and easy from the issuing of the stamps until was due to the titanium oxide filling in the paper pulp, a
1939 as well as after 1948. The more interesting and problem not encountered in earlier paper types. The lion
difficult stage starts with the Winter War and continues stamp perforation hole is always 0.9 mm, and when the
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perforation pins were new and sharp,
naturally there is pointed perforation,
too. On picture designs, initially the
perforation hole was 0.8 mm, but from
1942 only thicker 0.9 mm perforation
pins were used. There are some
variations in the shapes and distances of
the perforation holes and these variations
are greater on the larger stamps.
However, the perforation quality can be
considered satisfactory throughout the
entire stamp period of issue. During the
wartime and for some time thereafter
the care of the perforation pins, was
for obvious reasons, not up to standard.
Therefore, distinctly coarse perforation
is commonly seen with the stamps due
to unsharpened perforation pins, and
the coarseness is more apparent on the
Figure 32. The bottom perforations
bottom sheets of a perforated stack.
Exceptional Perforations

of the shifts on the picture designs are
rather uncommon. All shifts of 5 mm or
more are rarities.

2. The Shifted Perforation
The perforator comb due to some
disturbance might have vertically shifted
either too much or too little creating a
stamp that is either taller or shorter than
intended. Now this is called a shifted
perforation, not to be confused with a
perforation shift. Philatelic parlance
has it as either a tall or short stamp. A
shifted perforation is noticeably more
common on the lion stamps than on
the picture designs, and big shifts are
rarities. An accepted curiosity is a shift
longer than one entire perforation hole,
because shifts about half a perforation
hole, in one direction or another, are
are too high and cut across the stamps common.
above “Finland”, and the sides are
partially diamond perforated.

3. Multiple Perforations
When the perforators in the early 1930s were
equipped with new 14 x 14 perforation combs for the
new definitive stamp type there were, especially in
the beginning, operational disturbances that made the
perforator somewhat like ʻtreading in placeʼ leaving as
many as tens of side-by-side perforation comb strike
marks. These curiosities created are usually on the upper
or lower edges of the sheet on the unprinted margins.
Rarely are these seen in the
stamp design area. Again
according to observations,
the multiple perforations
are more common on the
lion stamps than on the
picture images where they
are considered rarities.
In any case, multiple
perforations
beautify
collections,
but
must
not be confused with the
unspecified
perforations
caused by the creases of
already printed sheets.

1. The Perforation Shift.
During perforation the perforator comb might strike
the perforation holes in the area of the horizontal row
of the printed sheet picture design, and the next strike
likewise in the area of the next picture image horizontal
row so that the stamps come out totally of the intended
size. Such a perforation fault is called a perforation
shift and can either be vertical or horizontal or even
in both directions. These
shifts are due to careless
placement of the sheets in
the perforator. The shift is
considered an exception
when the perforation is
entirely on the stamp
picture area. But if printing
ink is seen only on the teeth,
it is an indication of poor
centering of the stamp and
thus a specimen not worth
collecting. The spaces
between the lion stamp
designs are considerably
narrower than those of the
picture images and thus the
4. Imperforate Stamps
lion stamp minor shifts are Figure 33. Shifted perforation, all of the horizontal perforations cut
The
following
quite common, whereas all across the stamp design.
imperforate sheets have
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been discovered in post offices:
The 50 p green (consignment order
636, 2 sheets), the 5 Fmk violet
(consignment order 674, 2 sheets),
the 5 Fmk yellow (consignment
order 690, 6 sheets), and the 6
Fmk red (consignment order 673, 2
sheets). As numbered 6-blocks these
are uncommon, because it is known
that no possible maximum quantity Figures34, left. figure 35, center, and figure 36, right. There are a number of misperforation
exists, whereas single sheet margin examples from the M/30 definitive series. On Figure 34, the top perforation is slanted downward
specimens with the consignment cutting across “Suomi.” On figures 34 and 36, the misperforations incorporate design areas
order are known to exist. However, from the above adjoining stamp.
as pairs and 4-blocks, these are rather commonly seen.
During the perforation process one or more pins
The reason for the imperforate sheets is not known. may break off from the perforation comb creating a void
These particular sheets were printed on gummed paper, in the paper instead of a perforation hole. This is called
a blind perforation. In principle these can be found on
any stamp value, but in actuality those stamp issues and
areas on the perforation comb where broken pins are seen
have been fully determined. The most interesting is the 8
Fmk violet stamp and its initial consignment order 691
right-side mint sheet. At first there is the flawless sheet,
then the first to break is the right-side margin uppermost
perforation pin, soon
thereafter another,
then a third, and
finally a fourth.
Of these, the most
uncommon is a
specimen with three
blind perforations.
Only now is the error Figure 38. Blind perforations caused by
corrected, although three broken perforation pins.
the flaw is considered so insignificant that perforated
Figure 37. Perforation fault, The paper creased during the
sheets were not trashed, but were, instead, placed for
perforation process causing threse unusual double perforations.
Note margin watermark on top.
sale, much to the delight of philatelists.
Most blind perforations are seen on stamps from the
but imperforate stamps printed on non-gummed paper 1940s and 1950s, whereas any examples from the 1930s
are commonly seen on many different values, (the 50 p are virtually unknown.
When the blind perforation is in the same spot on the
green, the 2/1.5 Fmk red overprint, the 2 Fmk red, and
the 2 1/2 Fmk blue) even having a consignment order top or bottom corners of the stamps, it is indicative of
number. But their origin, however, is questionable, and imperforate areas caused by a shifted perforation. This
until the origin is established, they are unacceptable is not to be confused, as usually happens, with a broken
in collections. The marked specimens of genuine perforation pin. The stamp then is longer than that of a
imperforate stamps and postal mailings have proved to normal-sized specimen. Well-known lion stamp blind
be the work of philatelists. And although many of the perforations are seen on the 2 Fmk green WFP and the
covers have been postally used and bear arrival marks, WWFP, the 3 1/2 Fmk olive RWFP, the 4 Fmk WFP (2
different), the 6 Fmk orange (with short side), the 7 Fmk
nevertheless, they should be considered bogus.
WWFP, the 8 Fmk violet (5 different), the 9 Fmk WFP
and WWFP, the 15 Fmk blue WFP, the 15 Fmk violet,
5. Blind (broken pin) perforation
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the Fmks 20 and 25. Concerning most of these, it is also
known in which vertical row the blind perforation is
located. On the large stamps, blind perforations are seen
only on the 5, 7, 9, and 10 Fmk RWFP stamps. Since the
blind perforations are all on the same upper corner tooth,
it can be concluded that the stamps were perforated at
the same time, and the flaw was either not noticed or any
correction ignored.

Editor’s Note. The second installment of the M/30 book will
be published in May and the final installment will be published in
August. A chart of the relative uses of the different gums could
not be scanned and presented here. The reader is encouraged
to refer to LAPE 2004 for additional information identifying the
different types of gums used from 1939-1950.

State Department in Service of Connecticut Airmail Collector
Mr. Munson wrote the American counsel in Helsinki
and asked that the enclosed cover (Figure 1) be returned
to him via Stockholm on the first flight of the season. We
do not have a copy of that letter, but Counselʼs positive

reply is shown below (Figure 2).
The letter was air mailed to the American Counsel in
Stockholm and then forwarded, presumably by ship, to
Munson at his address in West Hartford, Connecticut.
The cover is franked at Fmk 3,-. Is this
cover under franked? According to Suomen
Postimaksuja, the airmail surcharge for delivery
within Europe was Fmk 2,- and the letter rate
to Sweden was Fmk 2,-. However, it was more
than likely that the airmail surcharge to Sweden
was at the reduced domestic rate of Fmk 1,- and
therefore the cover was accurately franked at
Fmk 3,-. Under UPU rules, no additional
franking was required in Sweden for the cover
to complete its journey as it was fully franked
to Sweden.
Courtesy of the State Department, Mr.
Munson received a very nice air-surface cover
with an unusual franking from Finland to the US. I
wonder when the State Department stopped providing
these splendid services for collectors. Most likely WWII
closed this “small town” helping hand State Department
assistance. Are there other covers like this to share with
our readers. We welcome your correspondence.
Helsingfors, Finland, April 21, 1932
Mr. Clarence T. Munson
Sir:
The Consulate has received your letter of April 5, 1932, enclosing
an air-mail envelope which you request be sent from Helsingfors
to Stockholm on the first flight of the season.

Figure 1, top. Cover from Helsinki to Stockholm by air, then by surface
to the US. Figure 2. Above. Letter from US consul in Helsinki with
transcript at right.

Please be informed, in reply, that the letter will be duly mailed so
as to go by the first airplane leaving Finland for Stockholm this
season. There are, however, no special airmail postage stamps in
this country, only ordinary stamps are used. The Consulate has
written to the American Consul General at Stockholm asking him
to forward the letter to you at Hartford, Connecticut.
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Finland’s Registration
Labels, Part IV
By Matti Sipari, from Filatelisti 5/04
Translated by Carita Parker
This label type - a small, low letter ‘R’
is the last of this version. The numbers are
from five hundred to one thousand - from
different post offices. The objects presented
along with this article including one entire
are from 1898-1907. All of these labels and
objects are imperforate. Among the labels are
a few in Swedish, too. All of the material is
from my collection except for the black and
white copy. This I received from Hannu Elo
after I had inquired in the previous article
whether there happened to be an earlier date, Figure 2. Taavetti 11.IX.99, Helsingfors 11. IX. 99. Letter weight 8 grams,
and Hannu came forward with it. So, thanks a postage and registration each 20 p. Departure map 9, arrival map 4169.
lot for the copy with this the earlier discovery. Item size reduced.
In the next issue the series will continue with
a new ‘R’ version.
Part V will appear in the May 2005
newsletter.

Figure 3. Karkku 24. VI. 00, to London, 27 JU 00; 3rd weight class,
postage 75 p and registration 25 p. It has the red London registration
arrival mark, 28.6.1900, and in the English fashion the registered
item crossed over in blue - this practice probably still in use. Item
size reduced.
Figure 1. Pertteli was a postal station between January 1, 1894 and
December 31, 1908. Cancelled Pertteli 29. XI. 98, and then to the
main postal location at Salo, 29. 11. 1898, and then toTurku, arrival
mark on back, 31. 11. 1898. The letter weight 8 grams, postage and
registration each 20 p. Departure map No. 5, (cropped) and the arrival
map 4193. Item size reduced and cropped.
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Figure 4. A local letter from Kaalamo 11. V. 00.
Kaalamo was a postal station between July 1,
1899 and May 31, 1906, then to the destination
postal location at Sordavala (Sortavala) 11. 5.
1900. The letter weight 17 grams, postage 10 p,
and registration 20 p. The handwriten Kaalamo
registration number 96, and the arrival map 417.
Item size reduced. The Sordavala registration
label was affixed on arrival.

Figure. 5. Shown here are the three digit
labels 500-900, and two labels with the
number 1000, i.e., Tammerfors (Tampere)
and Wärtsilä. There are, still, two font
types. According to graphics artist Tapani
Aartomaa the font types are the *Bodoni and
its narrower version of which two different
grades of thickness used.
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A Notable Historical Find - 1883 Insured Letter to Sweden
By Cyril Schwenson, translated by Carita Parker

Merkki-Albert, an Helsinki, Finland
stamp and auction firm, recently
offered a 25 penni stationery cover,
Norma EK 21, cancelled Åbo, 7. 12.
83, addressed to Stockholm, Sweden.
Although these stationery envelopes
are not especially remarkable, this
cover was insured for Fmk 420,- and
to the best of my knowledge, it is the
first and only insured (WÄRDE) cover
to abroad during the type 1875 issue
period. This cover is also unusual
because most of the rate was paid in
cash instead of postal stamps, which by
1881 was required by the Finnish post
office, at least for domestic mail.
The rate for this covers is:
Letter rate for 36 grams = 3rd weight class @ 25 p
for each 15 grams =
75 penni.
Registration fee to abroad:
25 penni
Total
1,00 Fmk
Insurance rate was 1⁄2% of the insured value:
Fmk 420 x 0.05 =
2,10 Fmk
Total franking =
3,10 Fmk
25 penni of the total franking of Fmk 3,10 was paid
by the value stamp on the postal stationery and the
balance of Fmk 2,85 was paid in cash.
The other markings on the cover according to the
rules:
A notice of the amount in Swedish kroner, Skr 300,
= Fmk 420, = 420, fr (French gold francs) Numbers
135, 12, and the blue 574 are registration numbers
for the (letter) maps. The blue pencil markings are
apparently Swedish.
If someone knows of another insured mailing to
abroad during the type 75 stamp period, please share
the information with a copy of the cover to the editor of
TFP.
An early example domestic insured mail is shown on the right.
The basic rate for insured deliveries within Finland was 65 penni:
20 penni letter rate + 25 penni registration fee and 20 penni for
insurance for valuables or cash less than Fmks 200. This first weight
insured cover from Åbo, 17. 3. 1882 to Loimijoki is an example of
insured postal service at the basic 65 penni rate. Note that all fees
were paid for with postage stamps as required by postal regulations.
From Filatelisti, 6/2002, collection of Jussi Murtosaari.

Early Domestic Insured Mail
In an article published in Filatelisti 6/2002, Jussi
Murtosaari notes that effective July 1, 1875 postal tariffs
included rates for several services including chartered
mail, registered mail and insured mail. The new tariffs
also recognized express or special delivery services. On
July 1, 1881 new rates were introduced. Insured delivery
included the letter rate, registration and insurance. The
insurance fee was 20 penni for every 200 Fmks plus 10
penni for each additional 100 Fmks or part thereof.
Murtosaari points out that insured deliveries are very
difficult and rare items. According to his survey about 20
items have survived. In reviewing research materials for
this article I surveyed all of Reinikainen and Murtosaari
articles of the past 15 years and the Handbook on the
Type 75 stamps. I did not come across one insured cover
during the 1875-1881 rate period. The earliest cover I
found was pictured in Murtosaariʼs 6/2002 article and
illustrated below.

